
Subject: Fraudulent Charges on Q4 Benefit Charge Statements

Dear Employer:

As we enter 2021, the Maryland Division of Unemployment Insurance continues to see a
record number of unemployment insurance claims filed by Marylanders whose jobs have been
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. With this record number of unemployment insurance
claims, Maryland, and states across the entire country, have seen an increase in activity by bad
actors and fraudsters who aim to take advantage of the COVID-19 pandemic by using illegally
obtained data to file fraudulent unemployment insurance claims. Please note that there has
been no breach in our BEACON unemployment system. Fraudsters are using identities and
personal identifiable information stolen from prior data breaches, such as Equifax, Target, and
the Federal Office of Personnel Management to file fraudulent Unemployment Insurance claims.

Specifically, the Division has seen an increase in the number of claims
fraudulently filed in the names of people who are actively working. This means that
claims may be fraudulently filed for your employee, even though the employee is still
working for you and is not unemployed. While we continue to work with our federal partners
and banking institutions to combat fraud, you will NOT be charged for any fraudulent benefits
associated with your account.

The Division of Unemployment Insurance recently issued the benefit charge statement
for the fourth quarter of 2020 for both contributory and reimbursing not-for-profit employers and
government entities. The benefit charge statement for contributory employers is not a bill, but
serves to notify contributory employers of charges against their account and identifies former
employees who have received benefits during the fourth quarter of 2020. Please review your
benefit charge statement to ensure that all claimant benefits charged to your account are
proper and that the identified claimant is unemployed and does not currently work for
you.

The benefit charge statement for reimbursing not-for-profit employers and government
entities, however, is a bill for benefits charged against these employers’ accounts and identifies
former employees who have received benefits during the fourth quarter of 2020. Please review
your benefit charge statement to ensure that all claimant benefits charged to your
account are proper and that the identified claimant is unemployed and does not currently
work for you. When making a payment, please exclude any charges for those claims you are
protesting. The Division will investigate your protest and will remove charges that are deemed
fraudulent.

If you believe a fraudulent claim has been charged to your account, please file a benefit
charge protest.  The easiest and quickest way to file a protest is through your employer portal at
https://employer.beacon.labor.md.gov. Otherwise, you may mail a protest to:

https://employer.beacon.labor.md.gov.otherwise


Division of Unemployment Insurance
Review Determination Unit

1100 N. Eutaw Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

If fraudulent claims continue to be charged to your account, please contact the fraud unit via
email at ui.fraud@maryland.gov to report the fraudulent activity. The fraud unit will investigate
and cancel the claim if it is determined to be fraudulent.

If you have any additional questions or concerns, please reach out to the Employer Call
Center at 410-949-0033. We look forward to continuing to work together as we navigate our way
through the COVID-19 pandemic.

mailto:ui.fraud@maryland.gov


BEACON Instructions - Benefit Charge Protest

To file a request for relief of charges, click on the “Benefit Charge Functions” menu option,
choose the current year and quarter for charges that you want to protest, and click the “Request
Relief of Charges” button.

Select the radio button for an employee to protest, select a “Reason for Protest”, enter a note with
detail, upload any files for documentation, and then select “Submit”. Repeat for any other
employee charges you wish to protest.



BACKGROUND
Identity Theft Handling:
If a claimant contacts the fraud email box, BPC will move the fraudulent claim to a
dummy account number and then the claimant is able to go in and open an account
under their proper PII. Claims center personnel blocks the payments, a work item gets
created and dropped into BPC’s portal to investigate, We are automatically removing the
overpayment of contributory employers

How Employers Can Report Fraud to MD Department of Labor
Employers can report fraud multiple ways. An employer can report fraud by

(1) Reporting the fraud to ui.fraud@maryland.gov
(2) Calling LABOR’s Fraud Hotline in Benefits Payment Control
(3) Calling Employer Call Center,
(4) Reporting it on the Request For Separation Information form;
(5) Filing a benefit charge protest

Here are the steps:
● The first step would be to alert BPC of a potential fraud issue.
● BPC would then determine if a block should be placed on the claim to stop

benefits.
● If it is determined fraud and the employer should not be responsible for the

benefits paid, notification is sent to Contributions to remove the charges.
● The only way for Contributions to remove the charges is through a benefit charge

relief protest. This is only active for 30 days after the charge statement is issued.
● This has been a defect issue for Contributions. We filed a PIR back in October or

November that would allow staff to enter charge protests for the employer at any
time which is still outstanding.

● Once the protest is entered in Beacon a work item is created. If the relief of
charges is approved, the charges will be removed and the employer will receive
the appropriate correspondence.

The employer can go in at anytime to review their charges.  When the overpayment is created,
that employer’s account is non-charged.

This is the same procedure for Contributory and Reimbursable employers. The only difference is
the Reimbursable employer would receive a credit if they have already paid for a fraudulent
claim.


